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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Tropical Depression Nicholas remains just inland over central Louisiana this morning, with a trough extending down from its center 
into the west-central Gulf. Gentle to moderate southerly winds are observed to the east of this trough, with them out of the north 
and north-northeast over Texas coastal waters. Scattered showers and thunderstorms are noted in the eastern Gulf on the latest 
radar, with this activity expected to increase in coverage across the basin throughout the day today as Nicholas continues to filter in 
an abundance of moisture. Nicholas is forecast to become a remnant low-pressure system today; however, it will continue to stall
across the northern Gulf Coast into tomorrow and provide an ongoing threat for widely scattered showers and storms, where locally 
enhanced conditions will be possible. Otherwise, gentle to moderate winds and slight to moderate seas can be expected for the
next couple of days, with the highest conditions being in the central Gulf near the center of Nicholas.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Conditions are forecast to decrease further this weekend into early next week as high-pressure ridging settles back into the 
region. This will likely consist of light to gentle breezes and smooth to slight seas, with daily precipitation chances persisting 
through the next seven days.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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